Swaran Singh
School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), Delhi
holds a public lecture about:

India's Disarmament Policy: Past, Present, Future

Friday 17 December 2010, 10-12
Venue: Lilla konferensrummet, 2nd floor, Department of Political Science (Eden), Paradisgatan 5 H, Lund

Professor Swaran Singh teaches in Diplomacy & Disarmament Studies at the Center for International Politics, Organisation and Disarmament within the School of International Studies at JNU.

He has written extensively on Asian Affairs, China’s foreign and security policy issues with special focus on China-India confidence building measures as also on Arms Control and Disarmament, Peace and Conflict Resolution, India’s foreign and security policy issues.

Besides, he is President of the Association of Asia Scholars (an Asia-Wide Network with Secretariat in Delhi), General Secretary of Indian Association of Asian & Pacific Studies (Varanasi) and Member, Bangkok-based Asian Scholarship Foundation’s Regional Review Committee for South Asia.

The presentation includes discussions on India’s nuclear policy and India’s foreign policy in general.

Organised by Swedish South Asian Studies Network, SASNET, and the Department of Political Science, Lund University
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Prof. Singh teaches Diplomacy & Disarmament Studies at the Center for International Politics, Organisation and Disarmament, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University (New Delhi). He is President of Association of Asia Scholars (an Asia-Wide Network with Secretariat in Delhi), General Secretary of Indian Association of Asian & Pacific Studies (Varanasi) and Member, Bangkok-based Asian Scholarship Foundation’s Regional Review Committee for South Asia.

Prof. Singh is Visiting Professor, University of Peace (Costa Rica) and Lady Sri Ram College (New Delhi). He is formerly Visiting Faculty of the Beijing University, Fudan University, Xiamen University, Shanghai Institute of International Studies, Center for Asian Studies (Hong Kong University), Asian Center (University of the Philippines), Guest Faculty at Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (Sweden), and Academic Consultant (2003-2007) at Center de Sciences Humaines (New Delhi), and Research Fellow at the Institute for Defence Studies and Analysis (New Delhi).

Prof Singh is on the Editorial Board of Asian Policy & Politics (Manila), Journal of the Indian Ocean Region (Hyderabad), Journal of Indian Ocean Studies (Delhi), Millenial Asia (Delhi).

Prof Singh has traveled and written extensively on Asian Affairs, China’s foreign and security policy issues with special focus on China-India confidence building measures as also on Arms Control and Disarmament, Peace and Conflict Resolution, India’s foreign and security policy issues. Prof Singh has authored of China-India Economic Engagement: Building Mutual Confidence (2005), China-South Asia: Issues, Equations, Policies (2003) and China’s Changing National Security Doctrines (1999) and Limited War (1995); and edited China-Pakistan Strategic Cooperation: Indian Perspectives (2007) and Co-authored Regionalism in South Asian Diplomacy (SIPRI Policy Paper No. 15, February 2007). Currently his Monograph on Nuclear Command & Control in Southern Asia: China, India, Pakistan is in press.